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Alameda County Mental Health Board 
ADULT COMMITTEE MINUTES  

October 21, 2013 ♦ 12:00pm-2:00pm 
Alvarado Niles Room  

 
Meeting called to order @ 12:05pm by Alane Friedrich 
 
HOUSEKEEPING 
 
Roll Call/Introduction of Guests 
 

MHB Members:   Alane Friedrich, Dr. Jeff Davidson, Joe Rose, Luvenia Jones and Laura Mason 
Committee Members:    Dennis Romano (ACCMHA), Pansy Taft-Butkowski (Sausal Creek), Mary Suilmann (Telecare), 
  Guy Qvistgaard (John George), Ben Blake (Wellness Center), Bettye Foster (FERC),  
  Beverly Bergman (MHAAC), Francesca Tenenbaum (MHAAC), Letha Barnett (Schuman-Liles) and  
  Patricia Vanhook (Schuman-Liles)  
Excuse:   Sheldon Koiles and Michael Lisman 
BHCS Staff:   Agnes Catolos 
 

ITEM DISCUSSION PLAN/ACTION 

Chair Report  Ms. Friedrich talked about the following: 
▫ Emails sent out on different types of evaluation to various groups including Adult Committee. 
▫ Update on BHCS Director, Adult Director and CJMH Director Recruitment  
▫ Criminal Justice Oversight Committee is no longer meeting; Ms. Friedrich felt that it gives 

MHB an opportunity to take this committee back as 2 board members expressed interest on 
criminal justice.   

 
Ms. Bergman stated that there were 17 people in Santa Rita waiting for beds at Napa because 
they are incompetent to stand on trial.  
 
Mr. Romano asked if the Exec. Committee ever discusses becoming Behavioral Health Board 
as opposed to MHB since the board is overseeing BHCS including AOD. He related that San 
Mateo County has done it.  
 
Ms. Friedrich responded that MHB could discuss it though the problem has always been that the 
mandate didn’t give the board any authority over AOD, they just sort of accept an authority over 
a person with dual diagnosis of mental health and AOD.  
 

▫ AB1421 recommendations update-the MHB motion whether the board shall recommend to 
the BOS that the Revised Proposals for AB 1421 be adopted was not seconded as a result 
the motion was not passed.  

 

 
 
 
CJOC concern to be 
brought up at Exec. 
Committee.  
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John George (JG) 
Report  

Mr. Qvistgaard talked about the following: 
▫ JG Sept 2013 stats: 

 
 
 
 
 
  
Mr. Qvistgaard stated that the ave. length of stay for Sept. went up because they had 3 patients 
who had long stay and it drove the length of stay for the entire hospital.  Seclusion and restraint 
remains under below community standards; assaults went up; all assaults were not serious 
they’re either shouting or pushing. The patient satisfaction result went down because some 
people felt unsafe.  He would like to thank Villa Fairmont Short-Stay and Cherry Hill as their 
referral source.   
 
▫ 3 things they are working on: 

1)  Their back door which is about discharging patients earlier in the day from inpatient  
2)  Front door, they seem to have more people who are good referrals for Cherry Hill or they 
are keeping people for a longer time to sober and releasing them back to the community.  
3) To reduce the volume in PES, they are looking at the inside of PES and see what they do 
to be more efficient. They will be applying Lean process to the flow inside PES.  

▫ Articles from Dr. Zeller being published nationally that he is referring as the Alameda Model 
using PES as a psychiatric emergency room.  

▫ Alameda Health System (formerly named ACMC) is officially acquiring San Leandro hospital 
on midnight of Oct. 30th. Services to be offered will emergency room, some medical surgical 
services, some surgical operating room suites and physical (acute) rehab will be moving 
from Fairmont Hospital. Psychiatric Services will not be provided.  

▫ NAMI National Program-JG is using NAMI DVD for in-service, it’s a 45 min. session that 
teaches ER Caregivers how to approach a patient who might have a psychiatric illness.  He 
will share this program when he gets copies of the DVD.  

▫ PES Avg. Daily Visits-48.8 ▫ Assaults all types incldg. minor-8 

▫ Inpatient Ave. Daily Census-68.9 ▫ Patient Satisfaction Score-8.5 

▫ Avg. Length of Stay-9.4 ▫ Pt Satisfaction Score-52 percentile 

▫ Seclusion & Restraint-3.9 ▫ Ambulance Turn-around time-18.7 

 

Sausal Creek (SC) 
Report  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ms. Taft-Butkowski provided info on the following: 

  SC Report for year to date and July 2013 that include stats e.g. 
                        Sept. 2013 

Admission                                        297  
Ave. no. of clients/Day                    12.4 
Walk-ins                                           110 
Mental Health Referrals                   167 
Clients leaving w/o being seen          41   
Insurance Status: HPAC                  111 
Uninsured                                           32   
HPAC Enrollees                                34 

                   Sept. 2013              
Open to Other Services e.g.:  ACCESS        1 
                                       Berkeley MH           2    
Hospital Referrals  e.g.:  Highland                 1 

                                 John George          6 
Housing Referrals:  Self/Family/Friends    258   
New Referrals for Provider Services:  
                                            ACCESS          63    
# Clients New to SC                                     72                 
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SC Report  (Cont.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ave. Length of Waits (min)              120 
 Ave. Length of Visits (hrs)               1.8 

# Clients New to County System                  42 
# Clients Returning to SC                           117 

 

  They were busy eventhough the nos. were not as high because they had a no. of clients who  
      are really sicker than those they usually see.  

  They didn’t have any issues with ambulance arrival time.  

  They continue to enroll people to Health PAC but the no. is decreasing.  

  They changed the format on page 2, it now have thorough info about referral info. and now  
      there’s a new category that ask if SC does not exist where would clients have gone.  
 
Mr. Rose asked how SC works with uninsured individuals and do they inform them of what other 
options they might have.  
 
Ms. Taft-Butkowski responded that they usually do it as part of discharge.  
 
Ms. Bergman asked if SC still have very restrictive formulary on anti-psychotic meds. 
 
Ms. Taft-Butkowski responded yes. One of the reasons that the formulary was changed was for 
continuity sake when people leave SC they can still get the medication that were prescribed for 
them.  
 
Ms. Friedrich would like to see SC’s list of medication they prescribed.   

Wellness Center 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. Blake provided info e.g. 

  They are continuing to grow reasonably well though never as fast as he wanted them to  
      Expand; they are up over 200 people enrolled in all Wellness Centers across the county.   

  They have about 35-40 successful graduates  

    They are testing the system in moving people back to a higher level from the lower level of  
      Care.  

     About 90 people graduated from level 1 service team to the wellness center.  

  They are trying to institute a couple of evidence based practices i.e. Illness Management  
      Recovery has been very successful  but the most successful piece of graduation is getting  
      people into the community though they have fewer groups than they anticipated initially. 

  One of their biggest struggles in doing the final graduation is getting community based  
      Psychiatry, they are having a hard time getting the appointment set up at the Pathways to  
      Wellness and Schuman Liles.  

  They been really successful  with the model that they are using in getting people connected     
      with community based support and resources and move them out in really meaningful way.  
 
Ms. Tullys stated that they’ve learned that one of the barriers that people have has to do with 
psychiatrist and medication management and this is something that they are discussing 
seriously to be able to move from a high level of care to a lower level of care.  
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Wellness Center 
(Cont.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ms. Barnett asked for help with their struggle of recruiting psychiatrist to do medication 
management.  
 
Ms. Suilmann suggested Traditions Behavioral Health and Mark Levine who runs community 
psychiatry.  
 
Ms. Barnett stated that she knows about them but they don’t have budget at this moment to hire 
them.   

Affordable Care Act  Ms. Tullys provided the following info:  

▪   They are looking at many processes e.g. substance use services for the direct medical  

      benefit; meeting with Beacon looking at health care management processes and there are  
      pieces at the state level that have yet to be decided.  

▪  ACA opened  last Oct. 1st, enrollment across the country is not going well though it’s going  

      much better in CA than other states and there’s still technological glitches.  

▪  What ACA means for BHCS, there are expanded programs and there’s about 40,000  

      people enrolled overall, about 30,000 enrolled in Medical expansion, about 6000 into  
      health care insurance exchanges and about 40,000 are in HealthPAC.  

▪  Alameda County has long been committed to individuals who don’t have documentation of  

      citizenship. HealthPAC now incorporates used to be called as indigent care and their benefit  
      package will be the same for everybody else.  

▪  As of Jan. 1, 2014, a lot of people will be full scope Medical; some individuals who have  

      specialty mental health needs will be served through providers and other group of individuals  
      will receive services through FQRC (Federally Qualified Health Center)  

▪  The county has set up a webpage about ACA enrollment and eligibility: ACHealthcare.gov  

 
Ms. Friedrich stated that consumers are asking if they are going to be eligible should they try to 
enroll now. 
 
Ms. Tullys responded that the big shift with Medical is that it’s now based on income level, the 
size of family and where consumers live.  

 

Patient’s Rights 
Advocates (PRA) 
Report 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Ms. Tenenbaum presented PRA Sept. 2013 Report: 
1) Total Calls Received: 636 
▫ Complaints of Codes/ Regulations 

Violations-10 
▫ Requests for Info/Assistance-626 
▫ Voicemail Message Received-347 
2) Investigations Conducted-10 
3) Facility Monitoring Visits- 8   
4) Training/Educational &/or 
Consultation Sessions-8 

    ▫ Face to face consultation-235 
5) Source of Patient Calls e.g. JG-163; 
Fremont-94; Herrick-39; Gladman-20 
6) Type of Calls e.g. Abuse- 3; Pts Rights-119; 
Quality of Care-85; Legal- 205                                          
7) Patient Rep: 5250 Certifications (14 day 
holds) Number of patients certified-404 
Capacity Hearings: Number of Patients filed         
for Capacity Hearings-60 
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PRA Report (Cont.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ms. Tenenbaum stated that she’s hoping that the result of lower no. of patients certified has to 
do with their efforts to increase the no. of people being offered to be voluntary rather than 14 day 
holds or 5250. She provided info about 72 hour hold/5250.  
 
Mr. Romano asked about the no. of people certified if it means that every single certification 
hearing results on hold.  
 
Ms. Tenenbaum responded no, those are the number of people who were handed notices that 
says that they are being put on a 14 day hold and it doesn’t reflect how many were successful, 
its how many cases and how much work they did.  
 
Dr. Davidson felt that it would be interesting to know what percentage of those cases really go 
through the process.  
 
Ms. Tenenbaum responded that the percentage of people who actually went into the hearing to 
ask to be released is between 11% and 18%.  

Family Caregiver 
Advocacy and 
Support (FCAS) 
Program 

Ms. Bergman provided the following info: 

    FCAS Sept. 2013 Report: 
▫ Family Support Group-54 
▫ African-American Support Group-21 
▫ Phone Calls Received-47 
▫ Emails-63 
▫ New Family/Visitors-87 
▫ Repeat Family/Visitors-28 

▫ Repeat Callers-15 
▫ Repeat Hospital Visits-28 
▫ Staff hours including Health Fairs-148.25 
▫ Phone calls rcvd. by Geographic Areas:  

Alameda County- 30; Contra Costa-9; 
Other Counties-8 

 
Ms. Bergman related that there will we WRAP training for families on Nov. 6th.  

 

FERC Ms. Foster presented the FERC Year to Date Statistics for Sept 2013: 

▫    Warmline: All calls (new and return)-73 
▫    Walk-ins: Total new clients-36 
▫    Walk-ins: Return new clients-26 
▫    Appointments: Return clients-in person visits  
She mentioned that they are getting more walk-ins and more Spanish speaking clients 
at their Hayward Office. They have doing a lot of trainings e.g. 5150 training for families 
and they will be doing more for consumers  

 

Consumer and 
Family Grievance 
Report 

Ms. Tenenbaum distributed Consumer and Family Grievance Sept. 2013 report that includes: 
# of consumers with grievance-7; # of consumers with complaints-13; total calls received-107 
She clarified the difference between grievance and complaint. Grievance is when somebody 
would like to make a formal complaint which involves sending letters to providers and it goes to 
the state while Complaint is something that they work on internally to find resolution and it goes 
to Quality Assurance.  
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Committee 
Comment 

  Mr. Rose talked about the following: 

      ▫  Update about  shooting at Fremont-the Fremont Police has completed the investigation; it  

          has gone to DA’s Office and they said that it will take 4-6 months for them to complete  
          investigation and that getting the report is a misdemeanor because of confidentiality.   
          What Mr. Rose would like to do 1) To go to county  counsel to find out what it’s all about  
          2) to approach the Fremont Police Chief.  
 

      ▫  Related info from CA NAMI Conference:  
         1) Sonoma BHCS is doing a follow-up on anybody being discharge from  
         acute facility within 7 days. He brought this up to the board and there were some  
         board expressed interest to find more info about it to see what was the outcomes  
         based on implementing the program.  If the board chair decides to form a  
         committee, Mr. Rose is willing to chair it.  
         2) Sen. Steinberg addressed the need to report mental health program outcomes.  
         Mr. Rose expressed his concern about some of the reporting that came out i.e.  
         MHSA report. He felt that what’s reported is about events but not the outcome of  
         events and he stated that he will be pursuing this issue.  
 
Ms. Friedrich stated that the MHB will have presentation on definition of outcomes.  
 
Ms. Suilmann related that providers are having conversations about outcomes. She 
stated that it’s easier to do it with MHSA funded programs because they had certain 
guidelines on gathering data but there are agencies that are already doing those reports. 
She suggested inviting those providers to learn what is already being gathered.  
 
Mr. Romano stated that the county is moving towards Results Based Accountability 
(RBA) and there’s a training coming up in a couple of weeks. Most counties behavioral 
health contracts have measurable outcomes objectives but not Alameda County. Alex 
Briscoe is pushing that every contract should have results. It has something to do with 
the grand jury report that there’s not good enough oversight of county contracts and it’s 
not just BHCS but all county depts.  

 

 
Meeting Adjourned @ 2:07PM ◊ Minutes submitted by Agnes Catolos 


